
Year 3 - Suggested Reading List

‘The Boy Who Stole One Million Socks’ by James
Warwood
There are three things you should know about Seaweed:
1. He’s an 11yr old boy (not the slimy green stuff at the bottom of the
ocean)
2. He is an Eco-Warrior and the only one in Picklington
3. He is willing to do whatever it takes to save the planet... anything!
Here are three more things that make Seaweed really angry:
1. The people of Picklington are wasting too much electricity.
Bummer!
2. The Mayor of Picklington is profiting from the pollution by building
his unsafe and unnecessary Nuclear Power Station. Double bummer!!
3. The Picklington Vegetable Society is campaigning tirelessly against
the Mayor (which is hard work considering Seaweed is the only
member) and they are getting zero results. Triple bummer with a
non-biodegradable plastic cherry on top!!!
He feels like he is letting the planet down...until he joins The Carrot
Bandits. Join him as he discovers that indoctrination isn't so bad. Sure,
joining a criminal organisation and stealing 1 million socks is probably
wrong but he gets to hang out with Pank, his sidekick, and he’s finally

making a real difference. But blowing up the entire town in a catastrophic nuclear explosion would be a
step too far, wouldn't it?

‘Evie and the Animals’ by Matt Haig

Eleven-year-old Evie has a talent. A SUPERTALENT.
A talent that can let her HEAR the thoughts of an elephant,
and make friends with a dog and a sparrow.
The only problem is, this talent is dangerous. VERY dangerous.
That's what her dad says.
So when she frees the school rabbit from its tiny hutch, she
vows to keep her talent a secret. But after a face-to-face
encounter with a lion, things start to go very wrong. Her dad -
and every animal in town - is now in danger. Evie is
determined to save them. And to find the truth of her own
past. To do that she must battle a mysterious man with a talent
more powerful than any other. As time runs out, she must seek
help from the animals, and finally DARE TO BE HERSELF…

‘The Boy Who Grew Dragons’ by Andy Shepherd

When Tomas discovers a strange, old tree at the bottom of his
grandad's garden, he doesn't think much of it. But he takes the
funny fruit from the tree back into the house and gets the shock
and delight of his life when a tiny dragon hatches! The tree is a
dragon fruit tree and Tomas has got his very own dragon, Flicker.
Tomas soon finds out that life with Flicker is great fun, but also
very unpredictable. Yes, dragons are wonderful, but they also set



fire to your toothbrush and leave your pants hanging from the TV aerial. Tomas has to learn how
to look after Flicker and quickly. And then something extraordinary happens - more dragon fruits
appear on the tree. Tomas is officially growing dragons…

‘The Ice Palace’ by Robert Swindells

Ivan lives in a land where the winter is dark and fearful.

Starjik, King of Winter, steals Ivan's little brother and Ivan

braves the bitter cold to find him.

‘Harry the Poisonous Centipede’ by Lynne Reid

Banks

“It’s a Hoo-Min!” crackled George. “Walking on its hairy-biter
feet!” But now it was Harry who felt brave.
“Come on! Let’s peep at it!” They crawled the rest of the way
up the tunnel towards the light. Harry is a poisonous centipede
but he’s not very brave. Still, he is the star of this seriously
squirmy story. Harry likes to eat things that wriggle and
crackle, and things that are juicy and munchy! But there are
some things that a poisonous centipede must never try to eat
– dangerous things like flying swoopers, belly wrigglers, furry
biters and the most dangerous of all…Hoo-Mins! Harry and
George’s adventures up to the world of Hoo-Mins sparkle with
fun and will be a delightfully squirmy experience for all young
readers.

‘The Invisible Boy’ by Trudy Ludwig

Meet Brian, the invisible boy. Nobody ever seems to notice
him or think to include him in their group, game, or birthday
party . . . until, that is, a new kid comes to class.

When Justin, the new boy, arrives, Brian is the first to make
him feel welcome. And when Brian and Justin team up to
work on a class project together, Brian finds a way to shine.



‘The Secret World of Polly Flint’ by Helen
Cresswell

As soon as she arrives in Wellow, Polly Flint knows there is
magic in the place. And she should know, because she is
an unusual girl who can see things others can't. She seems
to be able to call up a village that had disappeared from
the face of the earth - and the people who lived in it, as
they slip in and out of time.

‘Wilf The Mighty Worrier Saves the World’ by Georgia

Pritchett

Meet Wilf. He worries about everything. He’s a Mighty
Worrier. And now the most evil man in the world has moved
in next door… Things Wilf was worried about before:
1. Stuffed animals.
2. Peanut Butter.
3. Creepy crawlies that have waggly feeler things instead of
eyes.
Things Wilf is worried about now:
4. The most evil man in the world.
5. The most evil man in the world living next door.
6. Anyone called Alan.
When Alan, a self-styled Evil Lunatic, moves in next door
with his grumpy robot sidekick and his silent right-hand-dog,
Kevin Phillips, Wilf knows he’ll have to find a way to

overcome his anxiety and fears. And soon he realises: only he can stop Alan's ridiculous yet
still Quite Evil plan to destroy the world…

‘The Magic Finger’ by Roald Dahl

Every Saturday morning the Greg family goes off to shoot
animals and birds. But the girl who lives next door hates
hunting.

Now it's made her so angry she's PUT THE MAGIC FINGER
ON THEM ALL. And very strange things have begun to
happen . . .



‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ by Roald Dahl

Boggis is an enormously fat chicken farmer who only eats
boiled chickens smothered in fat.
Bunce is a duck-and-goose farmer whose dinner gives him a
beastly temper.
Bean is a turkey-and-apple farmer who only drinks gallons
of strong cider.
Mr Fox is so clever that every evening he creeps down into
the valley and helps himself to food from the farms.
Now the farmers have hatched a plan to BANG-BANG-BANG
shoot Mr Fox dead. But, just when they think Mr Fox can't
possibly escape, he makes a fantastic plan of his own . . .

‘Dog in the Dungeon’ by Lucy Daniels

The first in an exciting spin-off trilogy as Mandy and
James follow up ghostly sightings of animals and unravel
the secrets behind them. This story features an
aristocratic deerhound called Aminta. The last in a long
line of dogs that protected the owners of the castle
Mandy and James are visiting, the ghostly dog has been
regularly sighted since the death of the owner of the
estate. Mandy and James discover that the land is due to
be split up and sold, destroying the family heritage and
Aminta, as her last act as protector of the family, has
returned from beyond the grave to try and help reclaim
the estate. Can Mandy and James help her last wish
come true?

‘My Naughty Little Sister’ by Dorothy Edwards

Dorothy Edwards’ classic story about one naughty but
very entertaining little sister. My naughty little sister is
stubborn and greedy and full of mischief. She tries to cut
off the cat’s tail and eats all the trifle at Harry’s party! How
much bother can one little sister be?



‘The Diary of a Killer Cat’ by Anne Fine

Okay, okay. So hang me. I killed the bird. For pity's sake,
I'm a cat. Poor Ellie is horrified when Tuffy drags a dead
bird into the house. Then a mouse. But Tuffy can't
understand what all the fuss is about. Who on earth will
be the next victim to arrive through the cat-flap? Can
soft-hearted Ellie manage to get her beloved pet to
change his wild, wild ways before he ends up in even
deeper trouble? The hilarious antics of Tuffy and his
family as told by the killer cat himself.

‘The Dinosaur’s Story’ by Julia Donaldson

Surviving and finding a safe place to lay her eggs is
difficult for Hypsilophodon with dinosaurs like
Tyrannosaurus Rex around. When she falls into a
mysterious pool and finds herself on a modern farm
there are still problems. Finally she finds a safe place to
hatch her babies, but how can she keep thirteen baby
dinosaurs safe and secret? When the farmer catches
one - Hector - and plans to take him to the vet, it's up to
Hypsilophodon and her fiesty daughter, Henrietta, to get
him back. After a daring rescue, Hypsilophodon takes all
her youngsters back through the mysterious pool to her
own world.

‘The Reluctant Dragon’ by Kenneth Grahame

A dragon residing inside a cave near a small town is
discovered, which its residents perceive as dangerous
and a threat to their safety, whereas as a young boy
goes out of his way to prove the dragon’s harmless
nature. Having read many stories concerning dragons,
the young boy has adopted an open-minded attitude
toward the feared creature, and quickly befriends the
dragon.



‘All Because of Jackson’ by Dick King-Smith

Jackson is a very unusual rabbit - a rabbit with a dream.
He spends his days watching the tall sailing-ships
coming and going. He LONGS to go to sea too. So one
day - with his girlfriend, Bunny - Jackson stows away on
the Atalanta and sails off in search of a new life . . .

‘The Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark’ by Jill
Tomlinson

Plop, the Baby Barn Owl, is like every Barn Owl there ever
was, except for one thing – he is afraid of the dark. "Dark
is nasty" he says and so he won't go hunting with his
parents. Mrs Barn Owl sends him down from his
nest-hole to ask about the dark and he meets a little boy
waiting for the fireworks to begin, an old lady, a scout out
camping, a girl who tells him about Father Christmas, a
man with a telescope and a black cat who takes him
exploring. He realizes that through these encounters that
dark is super after all.

‘Puppy Patrol’ Collection by Jenny Dale

First in a brand-new, hugely appealing dog series set in
busy King Street Kennels. Comprising boarding kennels,
a dog training school, as well as a rescue mission for
stray and mistreated canines, the Kennels provides the
ideal venue for doggy adventures and misadventures of
all kinds. Here the owners' children - Neil, Paul and Sarah
- rescue, care for and love a host of adorable animals. In
Teacher's Pet, Dotty the Dalmatian (owned by Neil's new
teacher) fails all her tests at the King Street Kennels'
training school. Dotty's been thrown out of dog schools
all round the country. Can Neil turn Dotty into a star pupil
- and get on his teacher's good side?

‘Dancing Bear’ by Michael Morpurgo



A gentle and deeply moving story of a young girl and her bear, told with great charm by
the nation’s favourite storyteller, Michael Morpugo.

High in the mountains, in a tiny village, an abandoned bear cub is adopted by a lonely
orphan child. Soon they are inseparable, beloved by the whole village – safe, until the
arrival of a glamorous film crew who need a dancing bear…

‘Black Queen’ by Michael Morpurgo

The 'Black Queen' is what Billy calls his shadowy next-door
neighbour. She always wears a black cloak and a
wide-brimmed black hat. She lurks about her garden, alone
except for her black cat. Scarily for Billy, the Black Queen
befriends him and asks him to look after her cat while she's
away. Billy can't resist the opportunity to peek inside her
house. There are chess boards scattered everywhere. Who
is the Black Queen and what sort of game is she playing?
Billy thinks he knows…

‘It Was A Dark and Stormy Night’ by Janet & Allen
Ahlberg

A small boy who has been kidnapped by brigands, passes
a dark and stormy night in their cave weaving for them
incredible stories of their own exploits. Through the stories,
he solves his own problem and manages to escape.

‘Astrosaurs’ Collection by Steve Cole



Meet Captain Teggs Stegosaur and the crew of the amazing spaceship DSS
Sauropod as the ASTROSAURS fight evil across the galaxy!

Flesh-chomping raptors have kidnapped two top dino athletes. With the Great
Dinosaur Games about to start, Teggs and his friends must race to the rescue. But
there's more to the raptors' plot than meets the eye . . .

‘Beast Quest’ Collection by Adam Blade

Battle fearsome beasts and fight evil with Tom and Elenna
in the bestselling adventure series for boys and girls. An
evil wizard has enchanted the magical Beasts of Avantia -
only a true hero can free the Beasts and stop them from
destroying the land. Is Tom the hero Avantia has been
waiting for? Join Tom as he braves Ferno the Fire Dragon in
the first of this bestselling series …

‘The Time Hunters’ by Carl Ashmore

Becky is a typical thirteen year old girl. She likes Facebook,
her friends, and plenty of sleep. So when she and her
brother, Joe, are invited to stay with their 'loony' Uncle
Percy at his stately home, she thinks it’ll be the worst
summer ever. What she doesn't realise is that Bowen Hall is
also home to a baby Triceratops, two Sabre-tooth tigers
and the mythic hero, Will Scarlet...‘
'The Time Hunters' is a thrilling adventure that takes Becky,
Joe, Uncle Percy and Will on a quest through time to find
the legendary Golden Fleece.

‘A Necklace of Raindrops’ by Joan Aiken

Beginning and ending with a birthday, this spell-binding
collection conjures up a world filled with magic, where
wishes can come true. A necklace of raindrops that keeps
its owner dry in the heaviest rainstorm; a tiger that runs
faster than the wind; a huge floating apple pie with a piece
of sky in it; a baker's cat who swells to the size of a whale



when his mistress feeds him yeast; a house that stands on one leg - these are just
some of the objects and characters that figure in these delightful stories.

‘Dog Man’ by Dav Pilker

George and Harold (the co-stars of the enormously popular
Captain Underpants series) are in big trouble again! George
and Harold have created a new breed of justice -- one that
is part dog, part man, and ALL HERO! With the head of a
dog and the body of a human, this heroic hound digs into
deception, claws after crooks, rolls over robbers, and
scampers after squirrels. Will he be able to resist the call of
the wild to answer the call of duty?

‘King Kong’ by Anthony Browne

“It was Beauty that killed the Beast"
King Kong is a giant gorilla, a massive monster of an ape
who lives on a remote island. The mighty beast falls for a
beautiful girl, Ann Darrow, and desperate to have her he
finds himself lured into captivity. He is brought to civilisation
and put on show, but when he sees Ann he breaks his
heavy chains and begins to wreak havoc on the streets of
New York . . .
The enthralling story of King Kong involves battles with
dinosaurs, daring rescues and incredible escapes - endless
thrills lead up to one of the most famous climaxes of all

time!

‘Leon & The Place Between’ by Graham
Baker-Smith

Wanting to prove to his brothers and sister that magic
really exists, Leon volunteers to be in Abdul Kazam's
magic show and gets transported to a mysterious world.
Filled with rabbits, doves, playing cards and magician's
assistants - among other things - if a magician can make it
disappear, it will end up in the Place Between!



When Leon returns, not only do his brothers and sister believe, but we do too.

‘Pirate Pug’ (The Adventures of Pug) by Laura
James

Pug and Lady Miranda are off to the seaside! Pug is
dreaming of naps under the beach umbrella, but when a
little mishap means he has to wear an eyepatch, things
quickly get a lot less snoozy! Soon Pirate Pug and his
ragtag crew of friends find themselves on the trail of
buried treasure. They have to reach the island where X
marks the spot before the other pirates beat them to it.
There's just one problem - Pug is scared of water!

‘The Ghost Tower’ by Gillian Cross

The night Dot and Ryan take a sneaky Halloween visit to a
condemned tower, they discover more than they
bargained for when they catch a glimpse of an
endangered species of bat. It's clear that the bat colony
and the tower need to be saved, but Dot and Ryan were
never meant to be there and it's not going to be easy to
get the grown-ups on side ...
Can they find a way to stop the demolition and save the
bats before it's too late?

‘Special Delivery’ by Jonathan Meres

All Frank wants is a new bike, but bikes cost money ... So
he better start saving! When he settles on helping his
sister, Lottie, with her paper round, the last thing Frank
expects is to meet an old lady wearing a cowboy hat and
boots - she's not like anyone he's ever met before. But



Frank's new friend seems a bit muddled, and when she needs help, he's the only one
there to lend a hand.

‘’There’s A Yeti in the Playground!’ by Pamela
Butchart

Izzy and friends are excited! The snow is falling fast and
they're hoping they'll all be sent home early. But then
they hear weird noises in the playground, and find a big
footprint in the snow... And that's when they know!
There's a YETI in the playground and it's HUNGRY!

‘The Legend of Kevin: A Roly-Poly Flying Pony
Adventure’ by Philip Reeve

Max is a young boy living in an ordinary tower block. He
longs for adventure in his life - then one day - DOOF! - a
flying pony called Kevin crashes into his flat, blown in by
a magical storm! The storm causes a huge flood and
soon Max's town submerged by water. Luckily for the
town, Max has a flying pony to come to the rescue, and
luckily for Kevin, he has a new best friend and a constant
supply of his favourite thing - biscuits. Together Max and
Kevin will embark on many wild adventures together . . .

‘Flying Fergus’ by Chris Hoy

Fergus Hamilton is a boy with a big imagination. Living
with his mum and grandad and his dog, Chimp, he dreams
of a state-of-the-art Sullivan Swift and becoming the most
brilliant boy cyclist in the world. So when he gets a rusty
second-hand bike for his ninth birthday he can't help



feeling a bit disappointed. But then he discovers something amazing when he takes it for
a ride. . .

‘Bee Boy: Clash of the Killer Queens by Tony De
Saulles

Half BEE. Half BOY. Melvin Meadly is ...BEE BOY. As a bee,
Mel is ready to defend his hive against all enemies taking
on killer wasps, terrifying hawkmoths, and battling queen
bees. But as a boy, has he got what it takes to protect his
bees (and himself) against the greatest menace of all
Nasty Norman Crudwell?
The highly entertaining story of an unlikely superhero, full
of fantastic facts, and illustrated in black and yellow!

‘Jack Sweettooth’ by Malorie Blackman

Jackson Winstanley Sweettooth (or Jack for short) is a
mouse who lives with Matthew and the rest of the Bailey
family. He gets the blame for a lot of things - Mrs Bailey
thinks he's swallowed her ruby and nibbled at Shani's
birthday cake. And Jack's biggest enemy is Beauregard
Battersby-Bunge, the pesky ginger cat from next door. But
everything gets better when another mouse, Blossom,
comes to stay with the Baileys - soon Blossom and Jack
are the best of friends!

‘The Monsters of Shiversands Cove’ by Emma
Fischel

Stan is on holiday with his family at the seaside when
everything starts going a bit odd. First there's the fairy -
the one his brother caught. It doesn't look like a fairy. It's
not twinkly. Its name is Harry, and it bites. Then, there's the
sea monster. The huge one in the bay that's after Stan's
little brother. The one that only Stan can see. Can Stan find
out what's going on, stop the monster, save his brother -
and watch out for Harry?



‘The Secret Railway’ by Wendy Meddour

The Kingdom of Izzambard is in trouble. Big trouble.
Griselda, the Master Clockmaker, has stopped time and
released her mechanical birds to spread chaos and
misery. They spy on anyone who might believe in the old
ways of magic and laughter and the whole kingdom lives
in fear. Brother and sister, Leo and Ella Leggit are clever
enough and brave enough to stop Griselda and her birds -
they just don't know it yet. But when a magical train puffs
into their lives, driven by the mysterious Bartholomew
Buckle, all that changes… Will Leo and Ella be able to
bring magic back to Izzambard once again and get home
in time for fish fingers? Hop on board The Secret Railway
to find out!

‘SuperDad’s Day Off’ by Phil Earle

Stanley is a normal little boy, whose dad just happens to
be the greatest superhero on the planet. Six days a week,
Dad saves the world from disasters, aliens, and bad guys.
Friday is his day off and he always spends it with Stan. But
one Friday, Dad and Stan meet a series of people
desperately in need of Dad's help. Soon Stan finds himself
saving a lion stuck up a tree, rescuing a monster truck
from a ditch and taking on shark-infested floodwaters.
That's right: Stan is a chip off the old (superhero) block!

‘The World’s Greatest Space Cadet’ Poems by
James Carter

"A dreamer? Me? Err, You bet, The world's greatest space
cadet!" Join poet James Carter on a journey through space
and time: meet everyone from a Viking warrior to a crazed
cat - and travel from planet Earth to the very edges of the
universe…



‘Armadillo and Hare’ by Jeremy Strong

ARMADILLO AND HARE live with their friends in the Big Forest. Hare loves dancing.
Armadillo loves cheese sandwiches. Hare loves playing the tuba. Armadillo loves cheese
sandwiches. Hare loves his best friend, Armadillo. Armadillo loves Hare - and cheese
sandwiches!

‘The Not-So-Brave Knight’ by Kay Woodward

When Billy is named a Knight he thinks it can't be that
hard, until he discovers that he needs to be brave…

‘Night Zoo Keeper: The Giraffes of Whispering
Wood’ by Joshua Davidson

When Will steps through a mysterious portal at the zoo he's
transported into the World of the Night Zoo, and thrust into an
incredible adventure. Bestowed with a Zookeeper's uniform
and a magical teleporting torch, he's tasked with protecting
the Zoo's inhabitants from the evil Lord of Nulth, and his army
of robotic spiders, the Voids. In the first of many adventures,
Will is introduced to the Zoo's friendlier creatures - the
glowing Night Butterflies, Bumbling Bees, and he even makes
friends with a spying giraffe called Sam. But Will faces his first
real test when the Voids attack, does he really have what it
takes to be the Night Zookeeper and save his new friends?

‘Sam Wu Is NOT Afraid Of Ghosts!’ by Katie &
Kevin Tsang



Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat (except he is). When a trip to the Space Museum goes
terrifyingly wrong, Sam begins a mission to prove to the school bully, and all of his
friends, that he is a fearless space adventurer.

‘Arthur and the Golden Rope’ by Joe Todd Stanton

Welcome to Professor Brownstone's vault - containing
ancient relics from around the world, all collected by his
famous ancestors! This fan favourite is coming to shelves in
paperback! Follow the epic journey of Brownstone's
earliest ancestor, Arthur, and travel back to the age of the
Vikings where this bookish young adventurer must find the
courage to save his village and defeat the mighty beast
Fenrir...

‘Planet Omar: Accidental Trouble Magnet’ by Zanib
Mian

Welcome, readers, to the imaginative brain of Omar! You
might not know me yet, but once you open the pages of this
book you'll laugh so hard that snot will come out of your nose
(plus you might meet a dragon and a zombie - what more
could you want?). My parents decided it would be a good idea
to move house AND move me to a new school at the same
time. As if I didn't have a hard enough time staying out of
trouble at home, now I've also got to try and make new
friends. What's worse, the class bully seems to think I'm the
perfect target. At least Eid's around the corner which means a
feast (YAY) and presents (DOUBLE YAY). Well, as long as I can
stay in Mum and Dad's good books long enough...

‘Krindlekrax’ by Philip Ridley



Ruskin Splinter is small and thin, with knock-knees, thick glasses and a squeaky voice, and
the idea of him taming a dragon makes the whole class laugh. Big, strong Elvis is stupid but
he looks like a hero. So who is more likely to get the big part in the school play? But when the
mysterious beast, Krindlekrax, threatens Lizard Street and everyone who lives there, it is
Ruskin who saves the day and proves he is the stuff that heroes are made of after all.


